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HOWELLS ESSAY PRIZE WINNER 2017 
“The slow martyrdom of her sickness malady”: William Dean Howells’ “Sketch of Winnie’s Life” 

Lindsey Grubbs (Emory University) 

 Winifred Howells, the first-born child of realist author Wil-
liam Dean Howells, was born in Venice, Italy on December 17, 
1863. Growing up in the company of family friends like Henry 
James and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, she dreamed of be-
coming a famous poet. Her father recorded her rhymes before 
she could write herself, and at the age of nine or ten was devas-
tated when her self-made poetry booklet failed to sell at a 
church fair.1 Her juvenile verse circulated among Will Howells’ 
friends, with Samuel Clemens declaring in 1875, “Winnie’s liter-
ature sings through me yet! Surely that child has one of those 
‘future’s’ before her.”2 Hoping to secure such a future, she 
worked assiduously on her verses, and had her first publication, 
of a poem called “The Deserted House,” in the youth section of 
St. Nicholas in 58 7 7  when she was thirteen. Though she used only 
her initials to disguise her lineage, the poem was, to her father’s 
great distress, noticed by publications like the New York Tribune 
and American Socialist, the latter of which claimed that the po-
em was proof of “heredity of genius.”3 She was an avid reader 
(her mother proudly despaired, “She is reading Tasso’s Jerusa-
lem Delivered with great delight. She has read Froude’s Caesar 
and Bacon’s Essays. What is she coming to!"4) and traveled with 
her father, visiting Clemens and other luminaries, accumulating 
signatures and poems in her autograph album from him and 
others including Sarah Orne Jewett, George W. Cable, Louisa May 
Alcott, and James Russell Lowell. 5  

 After some early success with her poetry, the seventeen-
year-old Winny began to experience an endless cycle of illness 
that saw her shuttled from physician to physician, finally landing 
in the care of S. Weir Mitchell, the notorious progenitor of the 
rest cure, in whose care she died in 1889. Central to the question 
of her care was a misalignment of her own belief in an organic 
illness and Mitchell and Will Howell’s belief in her hypochondri-
asis and stubborn love of the sick role. Writing to his father prior 
to her death, Howells expressed frustration and disbelief, writ-
ing, “There are some proofs that she suffers little or no pain, but 
she manages to work upon our sympathy so that we are power-
less to carry out our plans for her good.”6  Sending her to Mitch-
ell, he is encouraged by the “very firm hand” of the notorious 
doctor, which he believes could repair the damage done by the 
“sentimentality” of her earlier physicians, who allowed her to 
form “every bad habit of invalidism.”  

After Winifred’s death in 1889, Howells wrote a biograph-
ical pamphlet, printing a small run for family and literary 
friends, like Henry James.7 The printed pamphlet, titled simply 
Winifred Howells, is twenty-six pages long, and includes three 

photographs and fourteen of her original poems. Often more 
hagiography than biography, he presents a saintly figure, likely 
spurred in part by guilt over his earlier criticisms. He writes, 
“every impulse in her was wise and good… She had the will to 
yield, not to withstand; she could not comprehend unkindness, it 
puzzled and dismayed her. She had an angelic dignity that never 
failed her in any squalor of sickness; she was on the earth, but 
she went through the world aloof in spirit, with a kind of sur-
prise.” 8 The pamphlet is a moving testament to grief, guilt, and 
fatherly pride, and has served as a major source for biographers 
and those writing about how Winifred’s death impacted her fa-
ther’s career.9 

A handwritten draft, though, is also extant in the Howells 
family papers at the Houghton library, and attention to revisions 
highlights certain rhetorical and narrative decisions that guided 
this memorial, denaturalizing the finished narrative and in some 
ways unsettling its use for pure biographical insight. In this pa-
per I will talk about two levels of revision: first, the changes 
Howells made to the handwritten document—some of which 
appear to be written in the same ink, while others are penciled 
in later—and second, the changes between the manuscript copy 
and the final printing. Howells labored over the document for 
over a year—his initial opening line that it had been “almost half 
a year” since Winnie’s death is scratched through in manuscript 
to read “almost a year,” suggesting a roughly six month period 
for this first round of revisions, and by print in 1891 reads 
“more than a year,” suggesting anywhere from a few more 
months to another year between edits.10   

The revisions demonstrate Howells’ competing impulses in 
the wake of his daughters’ death—a death especially devastating 
because of its incoherence with his beliefs about the true nature 
of her illness, and its coherence with hers, which he had dis-
missed. In the revisions, Howells is clearly still working through 
the tension between her narrative and his own. On the one hand, 
Howells works to strengthen Winifred’s voice posthumously, 
combating the urge to infantilize and deify, while granting her 
the authority to testify to her own suffering by presenting her 
poems as accurate portraits of her inner life. On the other, he 
attempts to narrate Winifred’s life in a way that preserves her 
legacy as a being of almost supernatural goodness, vindicates 
him from responsibility for her death, and forges a comprehensi-
ble story from the seemingly meaningless course of the illness—
one that emphasizes aesthetic rather than physical etiology. His 
editorial struggle reveals the complicated emotional, epistemic, 
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and aesthetic stakes of the hunger for narration in the face of 
medical incomprehensibility.  

 Howells’ letter to Mitchell following her death highlights 
the intensity of his ambivalence about the legitimacy of his 
daughter’s illness, even after her death—“The torment that re-
mains is that perhaps the poor child’s pain was all along as great 
as she fancied, if she was so diseased, as apparently she was.”11  

Such attitudes toward hysterical illness were typical in the late 
nineteenth century. Because the amorphous disease was charac-
terized by mysterious physical symptoms unexplained by or in 
excess of organic abnormalities or wounds, it was fundamentally 
an illness that relied on the veracity of the patient’s testimony. 
Because it was also an illness of moral perversion and simulation, 
though, this testimony was intrinsically unreliable. The biog-
raphy shows Howells working through the epistemic conun-
drums posed by his daughter’s death, narrating a coherent life 
story in which her illness was intrinsic to her character and her 
death inevitable, redeeming her from the charges of depravity 
and fraud so often leveled at hysteric women.  

 In the first paragraph of the pamphlet, he writes that her 
nature was “transfigured for us in the light of death,” which has 
shown her “as we could never otherwise have seen her” (WH 3). 
This framing acknowledges his misperceptions while she lived, 
but suggests that since her death he has learned to see her truly. 
Howells understood the stakes of his posthumous narration. Re-
flecting on her improved health during a visit to Venice, where 
she was born, he wrote that “Since then, and since her death, in 
that hopeless but helpless striving with which we go back and 
reconstruct the history of those we have lost from this point and 
from that, so as to keep them with us, our love has questioned 
whether if we could only have staid on and on with her there, she 
might not have been living and happy now.”12  Howells casts the 
desire to renarrate the trajectory of illness as a kind of reclama-
tion—if only they can land on the right story, they can hold on to 
the one they’ve lost. His awareness of this folly is apparent, as he 
corrected “so as to keep them with us” to the more hopeless “as if 
we might so keep them with us.” 

 Moreover, as if to acknowledge that happiness was never to 
be part of Winifred’s destiny, he amends the thought she may 
have been “living and happy” to she “living and we happy.” In the 
final printed copy, he has left out happiness altogether, saying 
that she could “have been living now.”  Later on the same page, 
he wrestles with granting agency to her illness and the external 
forces impacting it, striking out that the winter in Florence had 
been “cruel to her,” opting for a less anthropomorphic “a failure,” 
and then writes that upon returning to her native Venice, “the 
tortured nerves began to find peace,” which he edits to the reflex-
ive “began to calm themselves.”13 In these small shifts, the bal-
ance of health is secured as internal—self-calming as opposed to 
seeking peace, failure as opposed to the victimhood of cruelty.   

 Revisions in a particularly heavily edited passage suggest 
Howells’ preoccupation with finding the right language to cap-

ture his daughter’s ill-health. Early in the manuscript, he begins 
to write, “years afterwards, when the mal…” cutting himself off 
from finishing the word malady, striking it through, and writing 
instead “sickness,” which he strikes through again, adding “the 
slow martyrdom of her sickness,” signaling a purposefulness to 
her death for some greater cause. Her symptoms are no longer 
symptoms, but sacrifices at the altar of beauty. Still not satisfied, 
he cuts “sickness,” reverting again to “malady,” which, beyond its 
elevated sound, evokes a sense of a more constitutional prob-
lem—sicknesses can be cured, maladies remain—and a more 
ethereal one. “Sickness” calls forth the embodied experience of 
illness, with all its unpleasant symptoms, in a way that “malady” 
does not.14  

 His revisions routinely emphasize spirit and aesthetics, 
crafting a less embodied illness narrative. He writes, “The motion 
that was rest, and the rest which was motion, in the gliding, 
dreaming gondola, was the medicine which her eager and fragile 
body craved,” which is amended to read “her eager spirit and 
fragile body needed.”15 Her malady is revised to include both 
spirit and body, skipping too the potential impropriety of a body 
that is eager and craving. (The craving is instead moved to a later 
phrase as he replaces the “deepest need of a life born to the in-
tensest love of beauty” with the “craving” of one.) Several pages 
later he again edits out bodily detail. His first manuscript indi-
cates that her poems “bring her again to our knees; we feel the 
soft push of her little tender bo-” and then scratches out the word 
“body” before it is even finished, substituting the less corporeal 
“form” before adding in a parenthetical “afterwards to be wrung 
to death with such years of anguish!”16 The entire revealing pas-
sage was cut from the pamphlet prior to publication (WH 5).  

 Howells frames her illness as a poetical one by emphasizing 
the medicinal effects of Venice’s loveliness, so powerful because 
of “how much and how truly she had her being in what was beau-
tiful” (WH 4). He imagines a different end to her story, suggesting 
that perhaps, had they stayed in Venice, she would have lived. 
This suggestion solidifies a narrative of Winifred’s illness—
divorced from the question of organic heart trouble or hysterical 
melancholy, Winifred’s malady was an aesthetic one. Moreover, it 
was constitutional, related to her birth in Venice,  “as if some-
thing of that unearthly loveliness might have entered into her life 
and estranged it at the beginning from the world in which we 
lived with her, apart from her” (WH 3).  Equally constitutional, 
though, he writes, was a level of meekness that was incompatible 
with securing the aesthetic environment she needed to thrive. He 
writes that she was “so gentle and so yielding, so ready to give up 
her will to ours, so tacit of her feelings and desires, so heavenly 
meek, that her love of beauty was always submissive to what was 
better, or what she was told was better” (WH 4), acknowledging 
both his previous power over the course of her life, and his falli-
bility. That her meekness and silence were so pronounced, 
though, works as a hedge against the possibility that they could 
possibly have understood or prevented her suffering, despite 
their earlier frustration with her overly noisy assertions of ill-
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ness. Her frustratingly strong will has been subsumed by a post-
humous weak one. Here, and elsewhere, Howells alternately de-
fends his relationship with her and expresses remorse about his 
inability to fully comprehend her suffering and danger. 17   

 Framing her as actively blocking them from her conscious-
ness excuses him in part for missing the seriousness of her ill-
ness. He speaks of “the suffering she kept from us,” writing that 
“Her life was deeply interior; and it sank more and more beyond 
our sight; and it is only the records of it which teach us how in-
tensely poetical it was. I might almost say we grew less and less 
acquainted with its inner meaning, as time went on, and only 
knew the surface where it was like other lives” (WH 8). He as-
serts, again, that what he did not know then, he has come to 
know now, and he imagines her poetry as the vehicle. He imagi-
nes her poems as revealing her inner self, as when he writes, 
“Some hint, some glimpse, of the silent melancholy which lurked 
in all her apparent participation in the matter-of-fact events of 
the world around her, was given in the verse she wrote” (WH 8). 

 Howells’ emphasis on Winifred’s poetry reads as both a 
desire to comprehend her and to center her voice. He came to 
this gradually, as revealed in the opening paragraphs of the pam-
phlet, which are among the most heavily revised. In his first ver-
sion, Howells writes an emotional tribute to a lost loved one, 
reflecting on mourning in general. His first round of edits reveal a 
toning down, an impulse to speak more clearly about his daugh-
ter and not let his own grief obscure his recollections. He strikes 
through several religiously tinged and hyperbolic words, editing 
out the “angelic” in “angelic beauty and gentleness” and the 
“heavenly” from “heavenly patience and courage,” and cutting 
out a reference to “eternity” (1-2). Cut, too, are qualifications 
about his emotional excess, as in a line reading “I know that I 
cannot say it too largely, too proudly for those, who have suf-
fered,” and a hedge about whether he seems to “say too much.” 

 From manuscript to printed copy, though, much of text he 
grappled with is gone, and the final round of revisions reveal a 
decision to deemphasize his own experience with grief and to 
foreground her own. He added as justification his daughter’s de-
sire for a literary legacy, and after establishing as he does in man-
uscript that he will only manage a “faltering image of the beauty 
and gentleness, the patience and courage, the wisdom and the 
goodness,” he continues, “perhaps I should not, finally, have come 
to speak of our dear child at all, if I had not realized from the rec-
ords left us, how much she had her happiness in the hope of mak-
ing herself remembered for what she wrote.” Writing that he 
wanted “to offer to her friends some of the poems in which she 
put the sad sweetness of her baffled and bewildered being” (WH 
3), he thus presents the poems as able to function somewhat 
diagnostically, communicating the truth of her experience with 
illness and suffering.  

 This desire, to share her work, animates much of the pam-
phlet, which contains sixteen poems in draft, and fourteen poems 
by printing. His presentation of her work combines respect for 

her literary powers with condescension and a desire to curate 
her poetic legacy. The respect leads him to share the poetry in 
the first place, and he works against her infantilization, as in one 
recurring edit geared toward presenting Winifred’s work with 
dignity and respect. In his first pass, Howells routinely qualifies 
her work with the pejorative “little,” as in the infantilizing “little 
stories” (MS 20) and “little book of poems” (MS 26), but he 
crossed out many of these hedges to speak only of her “stories” 
and “book of poems.” He writes of her “fine courage” in sending 
out poems to editors (MS 27) and stresses her compositional self
-sufficiency. She wouldn’t show him poems until she had perfect-
ed them as far as possible without his feedback, and then works 
several times through a sentence of evaluation, beginning “They 
always surprised me by their mastery of technique, and by their 
clear divinations of truth” before granting her more agency by 
noting “her mastery” and “her clear divinations” instead of 
“theirs,” and by editing out his surprise. He simply states, “Her 
mastery of technique, and her clear divinations of truth, oftenest 
needed no criticism from me” (MS 37). Notably, there is no men-
tion whatsoever of a poem which Winifred had accepted into the 
Atlantic Monthly by Thomas Bailey Aldrich but apparently never 
printed, though this seems likely to have been one of the greatest 
successes of her brief poetic career.  

 Howells takes on the role of posthumous editor, leaving out 
certain poems, omitting stanzas of others, and altering the punc-
tuation in still more, showing both a respect for her work and 
unwillingness to cede complete control over her language. The 
manuscript contains Winifred’s poem “A Monologue (Being the 
Answer of a young Lady to one who hopes she wont quite forget 
him, now the Summer is over” (MS 43).  The cynical poem is writ-
ten in the voice of a young woman who will forget her summer 
love as soon as they part ways while she attends parties and sew-
ing circles, and coheres with his characterization of her despair 
about “the cruelty and hardness of certain girls who were beauti-
ful, and who wounded her expectations by their vulgarity of 
heart” (MS 35). That the poem is cut suggests that Howells may 
have wanted to trim the appearance of unkindness or cynicism 
from her legacy.  

 He shares another poem, called “A Mood,” which he says 
was “expressive of the despair of her last years” (WH 9), and 
which, as “The Wind Exultant,” was rendered into music by Fran-
cis Boott and printed alongside adaptations of poems by Longfel-
low and Tennyson in 1887.18  In the draft, he writes (with several 
edits and rephrasings before crossing it out entirely) that “It ex-
pressed indeed the main truth of her life, and its words speak to 
me now like some of these belated utterances of the wishes that 
grew to be fainter and fainter impulses” (MS 30). What is notable, 
then, considering the revelatory weight he put on this poem, is 
that he substantially edited its text. The first two stanzas, imagin-
ing the spirit rising on the wind before falling back to earth de-
spite the wind’s continuing motion, are presented unchanged. 
The third stanza, though, has a brief but significant line edit, and 
is ultimately left out altogether. The stanza originally reads: 
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 O! Fancy so sweet and strange, 
 On whom shall I lay the blame 
 That a moment you made me change, 
 Then left me as when you came, 
 With my spirit’s narrow range 
 And life before me the same?  

 The line edit is significant. “Whom” is crossed out and 
“what” is substituted in what appears to be Will Howells’ hand, to 
read less accusingly “On what shall I lay the blame.” This edit is 
not a grammatical one, since the original “Whom” is more coher-
ent with the “you” that follows. He could have left out this stanza 
for many reasons. The final stanza does not appear in Mr. Boott’s 
songbook, so it may have been simply an issue of consistency. 
Perhaps, too, he simply found the final stanza too melodramatic, 
preferring the more understated option of ending with the image 
of the spirit dropping while the wind is rising. Also possible, 
though, is that the accusatory tone of the final stanza, which 
points to some external person for causing the suffering he por-
trays as constitutional, was incoherent with the memory of his 
daughter as he was attempting to narrate it.  

 Howells’ description of the poems is bound so fully to the 
narrative of an aesthetic, spiritual malady that he sees them as 
characteristic of her inner self, and hence both emotionally valu-
able and diagnostically useful. Taken together, the pamphlet ed-
its reveal Howells’ preoccupation with how to comprehend his 
daughter’s suffering, and show him crafting a posthumous narra-
tive of her illness that increasingly ties her submissive tempera-
ment and her powerful aesthetic sense to her disorder. The in-
comprehensibility of illness always calls forth narrative—and 
how much more so for a novelist? Winifred’s poems, too, show 
her struggling to make sense of her emotional state, articulating 
pain through literary tropes. Both her poetry and his pamphlet 
attempt to build an aesthetic refuge from the pain of illness.  

 

——————————————————————— 

 

Notes 

1William Dean Howells Winifred Howells  (Boston: Privately 
printed, 1891). Hereafter WH. 

2Henry Nash Smith and William M. Gibson, eds., Mark Twain
-Howells Letters: The Correspondence of Samuel L. Clemens and 
William D. Howells, 1872-1910 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Universi-
ty Press, 1960), 1:75. Hereafter in text and notes as T-H. 

3John William Crowley, ed., The Mask of Fiction: Essays on 
W.D. Howells (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 59 8 9 ), 
86. 

4Elinor Howells to Achille Frechette, 8 Nov [ ], Howells fami-
ly papers, MS Am 1784.5(33), Houghton Library, Harvard. The 
year is not noted, but the return address is “Red Top,” their home 
in Belmont, MA between 1878 and 1881. 

5Howells took Winifred along to stay with the Clemens’ in 
December 1877 while Howells lectured (T-H, 1:209) and on a trip 
to the Berkshires in August 1880 (T-H, 1:317); “Autograph Al-
bum,” Howells Family Papers, bMS Am 1784.7(5) Houghton Li-
brary, Harvard. 

6John William Crowley, ed., The Mask of Fiction: Essays on 
W.D. Howells (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 59 8 9 ), 
94–95. 

7James to Howells, 10 Jan 1891 (from Anesko, Letters, Fic-
tions, Lives: Henry James and William Dean Howells, New York: 
Oxford UP, 1997.) 

8WH 25. 
9His edits occasionally show him self-conscious about his 

own literary position and social situation, which he deemphasiz-
es. He scratches out in pencil a strange panegyric to Longfellow 
(whose presence, he says, “no one ever enjoyed without a won-
dering sense of benediction from his goodness, his graciousness, 
his angelic modesty”), cuts a similar paean to Lowell, and another 
on the Swedenborgian goodness of Henry James the elder. Later 
he describes Winnie’s use of fake names when she sent out poems 
to editors, “so as not to profit with them by any weakness for her 
father’s name,” which he graciously amends, adding “supposable” 
before weakness (William Dean Howells, [Sketch of Winnie’s 
Life], bMS AM Houghton Library, Harvard University, William 
Dean Howells additional papers, 27). Hereafter cited as MS. When 
describing her love of the arts, he edits out a self-effacing refer-
ence to his “own poor attempts at the drama,” writing instead of 
his “acquaintance with actors” (MS 51) 

10MS 1; WH 3. 
11WDH to S. Weir Mitchell, March 7, 1889, MS Collection 

413, box 1, folder 7, Kislak Library, University of Pennsylvania, 1.  
12MS 9-10. 
13MS 6-8. 
14MS 6-7. 
15MS 8. 
16MS 14. 
17Several edits show Howells conscious of overstating his 

share in her suffering. In the Venice passage, he writes “A radiant 
Maytime passed among the canals, and so much of health came 
back to us”—which he scratched out immediately and replaced 
with “her,” perhaps a move meant to respect that her suffering 
was her own, not communal (MS 8).He mentions several times 
how little they understood of her internal life—recalling that it 
was often her siblings who shared when she had written a poem 
(37) and that she hid her pain after having poems rejected (39). 
These phrases echo syntactically (“she did not let us know” and 
“she never let us see”), emphasizing his sense of having been ac-
tively blocked out of her consciousness. 

18Francis Boott, Boott’s Album of Songs, c58 9 7 ,  B 
Mus.A100.B904, no 45, Houghton Library, Harvard University. 
Howells writes in the pamphlet that playing the song to herself 
was one of Winifred’s pleasures late in life. The truncated version 
of the poem Howells presents  is the one both in Boott’s song and 
Stedman’s anthology, which has the further edit of removing the 
stanza break, as the two numbered stanzas in the pamphlet are 
condensed into one, with the period that originally end stopped 
the first stanza transformed to a comma.   
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2018 Howells Essay Prize 
Call for Entrants 

 
The Howells Society Essay Prize is awarded each year to the writer of the best paper on Howells 

presented at the annual ALA conference. The winning essay  may have been presented in any session 
on the program of the conference, including but not limited to panels sponsored by the Howells So-
ciety. Papers are judged by members of the WDHS Executive Committee, who have the option of ap-
pointing additional readers as necessary.  

The author of the winning essay will receive a cash award of $250, and the winning essay will be 
published (w ith the author ’s permission) in a future issue of The Howellsian. Copyright remains 
with the writer of the essay; publication here does not preclude later publication elsewhere of a re-
vised and expanded version of the essay.  

2018 presenters who wish to enter  their  papers in this year ’s competition must submit 
them by January 22, 2018 to the Society’s Vice President and Program Chair, Andrew Ball. You are 
welcome to revise your paper before submitting it, but please keep in mind that the essay should be 
a "conference length" paper and should not exceed 12-15 pages, maximum. Please send the papers as 
e-mail attachments, in MS Word format, to Andrew Ball, ball at math.harvard.edu. 

Minutes 
Willliam Dean Howells Society Business Meeting  

ALA May 24th, 2018 
In Attendance: Dan Mrozowski, John Sampson, Sarah Dougherty, Margit Petery, Margaret Jay Jessee, Naoko 
Sugiyama 

 Sarah Dougherty: suggest we revisit the bylaws to see if there are any changes to make since they were 
written so long ago. 

 Dan Mrozowski: officers will decide over email on the new V.P. There will be a call for anyone interested 
to nominate themselves 

 Discussion of next year’s ALA Howells panels theme. Decisions were made to have a panel on The Rise of 
Silas Lapham in conjunction with the new edition forthcoming with Norton and a panel on William Dean 
Howells and the Affective Turn. 

 Discussion of a dinner among Howells Society members in Boston at next year’s ALA. 

 Discussion of potential NEMLA panels for the end of March and other conferences where we might at-
tempt to set up an annual panel. 

 Discussion of a new Edited Collection on Howells’s works and/or perhaps a special issue of a journal. 
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Panel 1: Howells and Democracy 
Chair: Daniel J. Mrozowski (Trinity College) 

 
Democracy and Trust in the Oeuvre of William Dean Howells 

Dr. Margit Peterfy (Universität Heidelberg) 
 
 Modern democratic societies rely not only on legal foundations, but also 
on other, implicit, or only partly codified, normative principles to maintain the 
functioning of their political systems.  One of these principles has been rec-
ognized across various disciplines as ‘trust’; a concept that is often seen to 
be in a crisis today. However, neither such crises of trust, nor concerned 
commentary about perceived such crises, are unique in the history of the 
‘developed’ democracies of the west.  An important historical example of 
this phenomenon can be found in intellectual and literary responses to the 
shifts in American culture that followed the ‘closing of the frontier’ and 
the coincident economic upheavals, massive immigration, and development 
of an ‘imperial’ self-image. A central example of this literary response is the 
oeuvre of William Dean Howells, who over a more than fifty-year period ex-
plored in theory and in fiction its implications and consequences. 
 In my talk, I suggested a complement to approaches that attempt to 
align Howells’s fictional (and critical) project with implicitly evaluative cate-
gories such as ‘conservative’ or ‘progressive’ by framing an analysis in 
terms of the concept of ‘trust’, politically, sociologically, and, last but not 
least, aesthetically understood.  Howells’s fictional and critical work appears 
in this light as a source of new research questions, to address hitherto un-
dertheorized aspects of the work of the once-upon-a-time ‘Dean of Ameri-
can Literature’. In particular I argued that the concept of ‘trust’ was useful in 
reconsidering both the significance of his theory of literature for a democrat-
ic audience, and his rich literary output. To do so, I interpreted selected pas-
sages from A Hazard of New Fortunes, Dr. Breen’s Practice, and also some 
of  Howells’s programmatic statements from his ‘Editor’s Study’ columns.  
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Abstracts 
Howells Society Panels 

ALA 2018 San Francisco 
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Utopian Visions, Realist Plans:  

William Dean Howells and the Birth of Ameri-
can Urban Planning 

Michael Gastiger (Brown University) 
 

Abstract unavailable. 
 
 

Will and Walt: Urbanism, Democracy, Aes-
thetics 

John Sampson (Johns Hopkins University) 
 

Abstract unavailable. 
 
 
 
 

Panel 2:  
Howells and the Politics of 

Subjectivity:  
Gender, Class, and Race 

Chair: Margaret Jay Jessee (University of Ala-
bama at Birmingham) 

 
“I tried to see her as you do”: 

Gendered Subjectivity and William Dean How-
ells’s  

The Coast of Bohemia 
Jennifer Leigh Moffitt (Florida Southern Col-

lege) 
 

Serialized in The Ladies’ Home Journal 
from December 1892 to October 1893 with four-
teen original illustrations by Frank Otis Small, 
The Coast of Bohemia has received scant critical 
attention, too often overlooked as a trite romance 
churned out for a commercial market. When it 
does garner a mention, critics tend to dwell on 
the novel’s parodic treatment of “bohemian” life-
styles and to overlook its serious handling of diffi-
cult questions involving gender and representa-
tion. Not surprisingly, The Coast of Bohemia 
emerged in the wake of a slew of complaints by 

female readers about the author’s heroines, in-
cluding one by Kate Upson Clark for the Christian 
Union in 1891 criticizing Howells for failing to 
write “one noble, self-contained, clear-headed 
woman” (676). The novel, rather than simply of-
fering up a feisty New Woman heroine to pacify 
women readers, self-consciously grapples with 
its own production and the problem of gendered 
subjectivity. As the painter hero Walter Ludlow 
admits, “A man’s idea of a woman, it’s interest-
ing, of course, but it’s never quite just; it’s never 
quite true; it can’t be. Every woman knows that, 
but you go on accepting men’s notions of wom-
en, in literature and in art, as if they were essen-
tially, or anything but superficially like wom-
en” (10.8: 8).  

In this paper, then, I argued that The 
Coast of Bohemia, a seemingly benign romance, 
actually works to trouble the male gaze and rep-
resentations of late-nineteenth-century women in 
literature and art. To support this claim, I read the 
novel against Small’s illustrations and the larger 
frame of The Ladies’ Home Journal. My conten-
tion was that Bohemia pushes readers to consid-
er the ways in which popular representations of 
women are made to signify male fantasies of de-
sire or domesticity by problematizing hegemonic 
constructions of femininity.  

 
 

Democracy and American Girls: 
Gender, Class, and “Race” in William Dean 

Howells’ International Novels 
Naoko Sugiyama (Japan Women’s University) 

Naoko Sugiyama 
 

It is well known that William Dean Howells 
and Henry James read and influenced each oth-
er.  The so-called “American girl” characters, in-
cluding Daisy Miller, may have been stimulated 
into existence by their mutual influences.  For ex-
ample, before writing “Daisy Miller,” James read 
Howells’ A Chance Acquaintance and admired its 
heroine, Kitty Ellison.       
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“American girls” depicted in the novels of Howells 
and James share certain characteristics besides 
belonging to the upper middle class, being well-
dressed, and good-looking.  They are “innocent,” 
and either intentionally or unintentionally neglect 
manners and customs of Europe, or what Ameri-
cans in Europe think are the European manners 
and customs.  Their innocence most ostensibly 
and typically demonstrates itself in their sociabil-
ity towards various kinds of men.  They are not 
restricted by European manner codes, and when 
suggested that they behave according to those 
codes, they dismiss them as absurd.  As a result, 
they are sometimes admired for their independ-
ence and self-reliance, and sometimes are mis-
understood as flirtatious and even sexually loose. 
Most typically, Daisy Miller was considered not as 
innocent but as vulgar by the Americans around 
her, including the narrator Winterbourne who at 
first had been attracted by her and had consid-
ered her as just harmlessly flirtatious.  From his 
point of view, and from the points of views of the 
other Americans, it is not at all obvious whether 
she is typically American, harmlessly flirtatious, 
or immoral.     
   Howells’ heroines, on the other hand, do not 
have the ambiguity in terms of their moral charac-
ters.  In The Lady of the Aroostook, its heroine 
Lydia Blood, is perceived unquestionably moral 
and typically American.  Lydia’s innocent behav-
ior, characterized as American, showcases the 
American ideal of democracy.  In this novel, How-
ells, by depicting the “American girl” as the em-
bodiment of American democracy, presented the 
possibility of transcending gender, class, and 
“race” hierarchies in a truly democratic society. 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  

“The Instinct of Righteous Shame”: Liberal 
Guilt in Annie Kilburn 

Harry Wonham (University of Oregon) 

 This paper explores the concept of liberal 
guilt in Howells’s fiction, focusing especially on 
his 1888 novel Annie Kilburn.  Genealogies of 
liberal guilt rarely mention Howells, and yet no 
American writer has more painstakingly elaborat-
ed the embarrassing predicament of middle-class 
complicity in social arrangements that entail the 
widespread suffering of others.  I provide a sum-
mary of theoretical positions on liberal guilt as a 
structure of feeling that entails what Richard Ror-
ty calls “doubt about [one’s] own sensitivity to the 
pain and humiliation of others, doubt that present 
institutional arrangements are adequate to deal 
with this pain and humiliation.”  Howells felt these 
doubts profoundly, and yet he understood liberal 
guilt as a productive emotional and intellectual 
predicament.  Put much too simply, Howells 
viewed liberal guilt, like realism itself, as an atti-
tude of resigned acceptance of persistent social 
injustices, but an attitude capable of animating, 
rather than dissipating, liberal commitments and 
public agendas.  The paradox is expressed in 
economist Joseph Schumpeter’s remark that, “to 
realize the relative validity of one’s own convic-
tions and yet stand for them unflinchingly, is what 
distinguishes a civilized man from a barbarian.” 
Howells embraced a version of this paradox, 
which posits civilization as the suspension of con-
tradictory impulses: acceptance of the “relative 
validity”—and thus the chronic insufficiency—of 
one’s own convictions and a commitment to 
stand for them, “unflinchingly,” neverthe-
less.  Such a formulation undergirds Howells’s 
deployment of liberal guilt as an emotional con-
struct that might enable a particular form of public 
activism.  A careful reading of Annie Kilburn has 
the potential to renew our interest in liberal guilt 
as an affective experience, in its political signifi-
cance, and in the usual understanding of its liter-
ary manifestation in the United States.  
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Call for Papers 

 

The William Dean Howells Society welcomes 
submissions for two panels at the upcoming 
American Literature Association Conference in 
Boston, May 23-26, 2019.  

 

1. William Dean Howells and the Affective Turn  

In her recent work, Emotional Reinventions: Realist Era Representations 
Beyond Sympathy, Melanie V. Dawson argues that Howells and other re-
alists introduced a new approach to the analysis and portrayal of affect. This 
new method, she contends, departed from sentimentalist conventions and 
anticipated the modernist emphasis on alterity and insular subjectivity.  For 
this panel, we seek presentations on matters of feeling, emotion, or embodi-
ment in the work of William Dean Howells, as well as those that examine his 
writing from the perspective of affect theory. How did Howells’s treatment 
of affects diverge from earlier American literature? How have the critical re-
orientations of the affective turn shed new light on Howells and American 
literary realism? 

 

2. New Approaches to The Rise of Silas Lapham  

In honor of the recent publication of Paul R. Petrie’s new Norton Critical 
Edition of The Rise of Silas Lapham, we seek presentations that respond to 
the topics addressed in its selections, including (but not limited to) gender 
and genre, the politics of realism, and representations of class antagonism 
in the novel. We are also interested in presentations on teaching the novel, 
as well as new critical approaches to The Rise of Silas Lapham.  

 

 

Please send abstracts to Andrew Ball (ball at 
math.harvard.edu) by January 15, 2019. 
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Special Event: 

The Howells Archive 
Houghton Library, Cambridge 

Friday, May 24, 3:00-5:00 
 

The William Dean Howells Society is pleased to an-
nounce a special event to be held at Harvard University’s 
Houghton Library in conjunction with the 30th Annual 

Conference of the American Literature Association.  
 

Please join us for this rare opportunity to view a selection of documents 
from the Houghton’s Howells archive. The library’s collection includes book 
manuscripts, unpublished works, personal belongings, and a substantial col-
lection of Howells’s correspondence with friends, family, Presidents of the 
United States, and colleagues such as Mark Twain, Henry James, Stephen 
Crane, Theodore Dreiser, Paul Laurence Dunbar, Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
Mary Wilkins Freeman, Hamlin Garland, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Bret 
Harte, Sarah Orne Jewett, Frank Norris, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Harriet 
Beecher Stowe, and many others.  

 

Space is limited for this event. For this reason, and so we can plan accord-
ingly, we ask that all those interested in attending RSVP to Andrew Ball (ball 
at math.harvard.edu). W e w elcom e m em bers of the W illiam  
Dean Howells Society as well as members of other author societies.  

 

Travelling from the Westin in Copley Square to Harvard University is rela-
tively quick and easy. Detailed directions will be provided to attendees prior 
to the event.  

 

The William Dean Howells Society is pleased to offer this hands-on oppor-
tunity to examine treasured American literary artifacts. Pre-register today to 
reserve your place! 

 

https://library.harvard.edu/libraries/houghton 
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New & Renewed WDH Society  
Memberships $15 

 Paypal 
Follow the “Membership” link: 

howellssociety.wordpress.com 

 Check 
Send your name, mailing address, and email address to: 

Prof. Margaret Jay Jessee  

Department of English 

University of Alabama at Birmingham 

1720 2nd Ave S 

HB 215 

Birmingham, AL 35294-1260 

 Graduate students join free for 2 years 

Send information as above 

Howells Society Executive Committee 
President: Daniel J. Mrozowski, Trinity College (Connecticut) 
Vice President & Program Chair: Andrew Ball, Harvard University  
Secretary-Treasurer: Margaret Jay Jessee, University of Alabama at Birmingham 
Webmaster: Donna Campbell, Washington State University 
Howellsian Editor: Paul R. Petrie, Southern Connecticut State University 

Interested in serving?  
Contact Society President Dan Mrozowski:  

Daniel.Mrozowski at trincoll.edu 

We can’t reach you! 

With the demise of university funding for direct mailing, this newsletter and other Howells Society communications 
come to you via email. But the Society’s email address list is woefully out of date, with many bad addresses and quite 
a few members with no addresses at all. If you haven’t done so already, please take a minute to update or confirm 
your email address by contacting the Society’s secretary, Professor Margaret Jay Jessee (mjjessee at uab.edu). WDHS 
officers’ ability to communicate with members is vital to the Society’s continuing existence.  


